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Taawon also works on supporting cultural initiatives that utilize modern technologies 
such as social media and dialogue platforms to build an interactive archive on cultural 
achievements and establishing electronic platforms to exchange experiences.
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Bisher Jardaneh

In continuous pursuit of its mission and in accordance with the Board of Trustees’ decision, 
2021 focused on developing its strategic plan utilizing the "Theory of 

Change" with the participation of numerous Taawon members representing its 
institutional and executive body. The theory is further expanded through workshops that 
aim to develop the three-year Strategic Plan 2023-2025, setting the stone for a phase 

in dignity and  continuous improvement.

On a parallel level, Taawon recognized the importance of shifting to agile governance while 
empowering and strengthening the role of its executive body to lead future visions. In this 
regard, methodical steps were taken to attract outstanding competences in the executive 
management team and across all levels of the institution’s branches to fully implement 
their entrusted responsibilities. 

Taawon renews its gratitude to its partner organizations, donors and supporters that share 

life. Last but not least, the compass is still directed towards Palestine and Taawon remains 
committed to its vision and to the wisdom of its founding fathers to continue working with 
the utmost integrity and transparency. Until this day, every Taawon member is fully 
devoted to active participation and to continuing along this path, the path of hope and 
success.

Despite the economic and political challenges 
witnessed by the Palestinian society in 2021, 
Taawon  continued to pursue its mission of serving 
Palestine through well-designed programs and 
interventions aimed at strengthening the capacity 
of Palestinian citizens and empowering them 
economically and socially, as well as preserving 
Palestinian heritage and supporting Palestinian 
culture. It is through the commitment and unity of 
Taawon’s board members and executive body, 
across all positions, councils and committees, that 
we were able to implement our programs, 
throughout all areas of work without interruption. 

Letter from the Chairman
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Luay Khoury

In 2021, Taawon faced numerous challenges 
at both the institutional and executive levels, 
yet we were able to respond with a high level 
of responsibility and wisdom and were able to 
steer the ship clear to safety. Nonetheless, 
much remains to be accomplished, and the 
ceiling of expectations continues to rise day 
after day.

In 2021, Taawon accomplished several achievements through quality interventions in the 
sectors of education, health, revitalization, community development, youth employment 

200 partner organizations, targeting over 850,000 Palestinians living across Palestine and 
the refugee camps in Lebanon, and with total expenditures of USD30 million. Taawon’s 
impact on the ground was also observed through the ongoing campaigns that took place 

Lebanon and Ramadan Campaign.

In 2020, Taawon announced its future vision for development work through the Taawon 
Development Initiative
have a quality impact in serving Palestine and empowering the Palestinian people to 
advance their ambitions as well as their social and economic status. In 2021
directed towards further developing this initiative and activating it in a systemic manner. 

Thus, the theory of change that was developed through a series  of workshops and 

theory of change and the criteria for measuring impact as well as the return on social 
investments will constitute a huge shift in Taawon’s work methodology, thereby positively 

 

Message from the Acting Director General
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Taawon is currently developing its upcoming three-year strategic plan based on the theory 

that stem from actual needs on the ground, and that can attract partners and donors who 
share Taawon’s vision and direction. As an integral part of Taawon’s work, our national duty 
calls for partnerships with civil society organizations that foster a holistic and collaborative 

opportunities and competencies, as well as to develop a solid foundation in Palestine that 

appeasement and economic volatility. 
 
Certainly, Taawon would not have been able to carry out these achievements or foresee its 

in addition to the directives and policies of its Board of Directors, Board of Trustees, and all 
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Nazareth Cultural Center Project, winner of Taawon’s

 Innovation in Culture Award for 2020 – Baladna youth Association



Luay Khoury
Driven by a need to keep Palestine alive, in 1983 a group of Palestinians met in 
London to discuss how they could leverage their intellectual, technical, and 

remained there or in refugee camps in neighboring countries like Lebanon.  Out 
of this incredible meeting of  the minds, came the birth of Taawon, a Palestinian 
non-governmental organization that is dedicated to promoting the 
steadfastness of Palestine and Palestinians.
 

 
Taawon implements its development and relief programming through four main programs: 
education, culture, community development, including economic empowerment and 
orphan support, in addition to the Jerusalem Program for Old Cities Revitalization. 

Taawon works in partnership with various civil society institutions to achieve its goals 
through conscientious planning and policy formulation that is carried out with the highest 
professional standards. Taawon also abides by international standards and policies, 
particularly the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, relevant international laws issued 

Universal Declaration on Cultural Diversity, and the Sustainable Development Goals 

About Taawon
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Asma’ Musalam/ Orphans Program – Wajd

Taawon’s Development Initiative



Vision
Taawon envisions the Palestinian people as citizens of an 
independent, free, and democratic Arab Palestine, living in dignity, 

opportunities to realize their full potential with distinction and 
creativity.

Mission
As a leading non-governmental Palestinian development 
organization, Taawon strives to make a distinguished contribution 
toward furthering the progress of Palestinians, preserving their 
heritage and identity, supporting their living culture and building civil 
society. It aims to achieve these goals by methodically identifying the 
Palestinian people’s needs and priorities and establishing the 

funding resources.

Values
 
National commitment, independence, and professionalism. 

Over the course of 38 years, Taawon accumulated a record full of accomplishments which 
is reinforced by solid partnerships and expertise that enabled it to overcome the 

making its programs more responsive to the needs of the precarious social and economic 
structure.

Through its presence in Palestine, Jordan, Lebanon, Switzerland and the UK through its 
sister institution, "The Welfare Association" Taawon targets more than one million 
Palestinians on an annual basis in Palestine and the Palestinian diaspora refugee camps 
in Lebanon where it invested approximately USD 800 million since its establishment. 

Vision, Mission And values
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About TaawonTaawon’s Development Initiative

Strategic Planning and Visions for the Future
Following two years of external challenges due to the spread of COVID 19, 

on the health, economic and social levels, and following internal changes that 

in which it can strengthen its abilities, and to provide quality services for its targeted 
communities.
 
Taawon emphasizes its pioneering and leadership role in empowering Palestinians,and its 

launched the Taawon Development Initiative, which aims to develop the strategic plan for 
the years 2023-2025 based on the “theory of change” approach that addresses the needs 

vision of Taawon. 

 
The theory of change positions Taawon as an institution capable of empowering 
communities and partners through innovation, creativity, and focus as well as adopting 

change emphasizes the importance of creativity and collaborative action that stem from 
actual needs and priorities of the communities and target groups, Taawon works on 
empowering communities and individuals and developing partnerships and relationships 
capable of achieving collective positive change. 
 

Taawon adopted a digital transformation strategy that aims to develop and activate digital 

processes, archiving, cybersecurity, and internal and external communication 

particularly due to the increase in remote work.

and its ability to serve its various communities.

Taawon continually strives to keep abreast of technological developments that 

and their impact. 

importance of focusing on sustainable development and their long-term impact.

Digital Transformation
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executive management framework. This includes adopting a series of quality 
management systems as well as reporting standards for the purpose of 
continuously monitoring and developing our performance and evaluating our 
work.

Over the course of 17 years, Taawon received the ISO 9001:2015 quality 

groups and consistent improvements have helped us earn this accreditation. Taawon also 
adopted the Environmental Quality System and obtained the ISO 14001:2015 quality 

Quality Certifications

In 2021 Taawon was awarded the “Mahatma Gandhi” Annual Award for the 
fourth consecutive year, in recognition of its distinguished work and 
commitment to high  standards and for its role in social responsibility, change 
leadership, and social impact.

that have been supported by strong partnerships all in the service of Palestine and 
Palestinians. 

Awards and Recognitions
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Financial Summary

The total revenue reached 
about USD 28.0 million

Programmatic revenue totalled USD25.8 million

Revenue

Revitalization

Education

Culture

Community 
development

%57.7

%31.7

%7.4
%3.2
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Non-governmental 
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Taawon members

Governmental 
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Endowment 
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Private sector

Non-member 
individuals 

 Number of Spending
 Institutional Employment

 opportunities
 Economic

return
 

30.1 million 
USD

30.1 million 
USD

89,4001891,805

Total revenue distributed 
according to

 funding sources for 2021 
(USD28 million)
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Spending
Total spending amounted to USD30.1 million  
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%65.4

%20.9

%10.0
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17.9%

 
17.9%

 
2.4%

Programmatic 

spending per areas of 

work

Programmatic spending

me to become a photographer. Hala 
describes the short training as lovely and 
useful.
 
She states: “My colleagues and I 
participated in the photography 
competition and we competed with each 
other to take the most beautiful picture of 
Battir.”



 

The Education Program is considered one of Taawon’s key programs. In 
accordance with the Sustainable Development Goals, the program strives to 

    dna yllacimonoce ti rewopme dna enitselaP ni metsys lanoitacude eht nehtgnerts
socially by helping make available quality education that develops the knowledge and 
skills of educators and students, and reinforces positive social values. The program 
contributes to preparing a new generation that is innovative, capable of producing 
knowledge, and has a sense of belonging to its Palestinian identity and exercises 
commitment to its social values. 

The Education Program targets all groups integrated in the educational process, including 

governmental and non-governmental educational institutions, civil society institutions 
working in the education sector, parents, and the local community at large. 

educational process and working with 
families to support the educational 

encouraging vocational and technical 
education and promoting its importance 
in social and economic empowerment, in 
addition to developing the capacities of 
partner civil society organizations, and 
strengthening and expanding funding 
and operational strategic partnerships.

Education Program
Investing in People

 Number of Spending Institutional Employment
 opportunities

 Economic
return

148,000 6.3 million USD6.3 million USD 46500  
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 Teachers’ capacity training – Early Childhood

Education programme - Lebanon



 updating and developing the infrastructure 
of kindergartens in Palestine and providing 
them with the latest educational resources, 
as well as building the capacity of educators 
and administrators, and promoting a healthy 
lifestyle approach for children.

During the year 2021, Taawon achieved 
some important successes, as it rehabilitated 
and equipped 54 kindergartens in the Gaza 
Strip, the West Bank and Lebanon, and 
provided educational tools for nearly 190 
kindergartens. 

As part of the early childhood 
component, Taawon works on 

1,000 educators focusing on education and management skills, 
talent discovery, and implementing advanced educational tools in addition to developing 
the administrative capabilities of kindergarten personnel. Taawon also developed the 
capabilities of 500

As part of its approach to utilize technology and carry out digital transformation in 
education, Taawon provided computers and smart tablets to 13 kindergartens, in addition 
to developing a special electronic platform for the kindergarten network and prepared a 

levels to enable and foster knowledge exchange. 

Early Childhood

 underprivileged areas, improve logical thinking and critical analysis skills, provide access to 
educational support for students in need, and provide educational opportunities for 

utilization of technology in education.

Taawon’s Primary Education Component aims to secure opportunities to access 
quality educational programs for outstanding students in marginalized and 

Primary Education
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 Early Childhood Education Programme – Gaza
 Provision of games and implementation of student activities,

 implemented by Qattan with funding by the Arab Fund for
Economic and Social Development

FOR MORE:



The University level education component aims to develop the research, 

that they can in turn transfer their skills and knowledge of future generations. The 

distinguished and underprivileged students, allowing them to pursue their university 
education. 

During 2021, Taawon developed 
laboratories at the Pharmacy Faculty at 
Al-Quds University and established a 
basic building structure to house the 
university theater. University 
scholarships were provided for two 
faculty members, allowing them to 
complete their higher education studies 
in The United Kingdom. Taawon also 
continued providing university 
scholarships for outstanding students 
from underprivileged families in the 
West Bank, Gaza and Lebanon as well as 
signing new agreements with Palestinian 
universities to support students in need.

Key achievements focused on 
developing the infrastructure at 14 
schools in the Jerusalem Governorate 
and the Gaza Strip, in addition to the 
rehabilitation and maintenance of two 
schools in the Gaza Strip after the 
recent aggressions, and contributing to 
equipping and furnishing schools. 
Taawon worked on building the 
administrative and technical skills of 
190 41 students 
full or partial university scholarships. It 

outstanding students that come from 
underprivileged families in Gaza, thereby allowing them to pursue their educational 

University Education
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 Taawon Libraries network programme – Taawon Lebanon

Mira and Maya – Palestinian Students Fund – Lebanon



 

Early Childhood- Lebanon:

“All summer long we were anxious and confused as we pondered the rumors regarding 
cancelation of the current school year, as we felt a strong sense of responsibility for our 

administration to attend an educational meeting and I viewed this as an appropriate 
opportunity to raise all my concerns regarding the possibility of returning to school due to 
the Covid-19 pandemic and the lack of preparedness of schools and educational 
institutions to accommodate students. I was pleasantly surprised to learn that the 
kindergarten planned to open its doors as scheduled and that during the past period they 
were taking all the necessary actions to begin the school year without delay. The school 
secured all the necessary supplies from the supporting authorities to allow for the 
children’s onsite presence. I could not contain my happiness because canceling the school 
year was no longer a possibility. My child will be able to return to kindergarten and will also 
be safe due to the strict preventative measures that the kindergarten has ensured.”

Within the Early Childhood Component, 
Taawon worked with students’ families to 
provide them with support and the necessary 
awareness they need to take care of their 
children at this critical stage in their lives, 
particularly in light of the challenging 
circumstances over the past year due to the 
global pandemic and economic and political 
challenges. 

 Their Story
with Taawon
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 Supporting a Nation and
Preserving an Identity



University Education

 
Student Aseel Deeb / Faculty of Medicine 
– Al-Azhar University – Second Level

“After completing high school, I realized what my dream meant and exactly how much it 

98.3%. There was tremendous 
excitement at the possibility of achieving my dream of studying medicine, especially since 

at the university, we realized that we could not pay the medical school fees and our dream 
might not become a reality! For a while I abandoned my dream and sought to study 

I was overwhelmed with happiness when I learned that I had obtained a grant from Taawon 
to cover the cost of my education. You succeeded not only in covering my tuition but also 

successfully complete my studies in the Faculty of Medicine.”

educational dream with  Taawon’s help. She 
has long dreamt of studying medicine and 

milestone. 

 Their Story with
Taawon
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 Souk Tales Exhibition :

 Their Story with
Taawon
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“Bridges of Return” 

Project - Jerusalem

Taawon supported the “Souk Tales” festival, 
which took place in various Palestinian cities 
by gathering the Palestinian public to 
celebrate its heritage, culture and artistic 
creations. Joanne, 6, visited the exhibition 
with her mother and younger sister, and had 
fun exploring its content. Joanne learned 
many stories about Palestinian cities and she 

was able to c  that she visited all the areas displayed in the photos with the 
exception of Gaza, as she has not been able to go there to oy its sea and  prior 
to leaving, Joanne shared the oy she felt in visiting the exhibit and she recommended that 
everyone visit.
Indeed, Joanne did not lie. Later in the day, some visitors told us that they came to visit 
after hearing about it from a little girl who stopped them in the street and told them 
about the importance of this exhibition!!

Empowerment of Youth 

Cultural Project fund, with 

funding by The Arab Fund for 

Economic and Social Development, 

Turab Project – Pal Vision



The Culture Program aims to preserve the living cultural heritage, enhance the 
individual and collective identity, emphasize the role of culture as a component 
and guide in the sustainable development process, and sharing Palestinian 
achievement’s in human cultural dialogue and enhancing the role of economic 
and social empowerment in the sustainability of the sector.

Taawon focuses on the development of the arts, cultural industries, and community 
initiatives and strengthening their role in the process of change and economic and social 
empowerment as well as bridging the gap between the cultural sector and Palestinian 
society. 

Taawon also works on supporting cultural initiatives that utilize modern technologies 
such as social media and dialogue platforms to build an interactive archive on cultural 
achievements and establishing electronic platforms to exchange experiences.

Culture Program
 Supporting a Nation and
Preserving an Identity

 Number of Spending Institutional Employment
 opportunities

 Economic
return

 96,911373411,1million USD 1,1million USD
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Opening of Baladna Cultural club at Nazareth old 

market Nazareth Cultural Center Project, winner of 

Taawon’s Innovation in Culture Award for 2020 – 

Baladna youth Association

Culture Program – Economic Empowerment for 

Creative and cultural projects in Gaza -  University 

College of Applied Sciences



In addition, Taawon supports individual initiatives that use the arts and cultural industries 
to raise awareness regarding the individual and collective Palestinian cultural identity, as 
well as supporting individual initiatives in the field of the performing arts and enhancing 
their economic returns. Finally, the program focuses on developing the capabilities of 
partner civil society organizations in terms of infrastructure and human resources, and 
strengthening, expanding and diversifying strategic financing partnerships.

The Culture Program carried out many accomplishments throughout the year, ranging 
from developing the capacities of partner cultural institutions, supporting community and 
cultural initiatives, and linking culture to economic empowerment as part of a 
programmatic approach to promote the Palestinian identity and preserve cultural 
heritage. This year, the Cultural Program  worked on delivering the cultural product to the 
Palestinian public, particularly that which enhances the Palestinian identity and promotes 
cultural heritage through musical and theatrical performances, film screenings and online 
exhibitions in various parts of Palestine, in addition to working on many of the cultural and 
artistic products of partner institutions. What distinguishes the Culture Program is its 
ability to link the arts to specific social needs and addressing economic and social 
empowerment through creativity, dissemination of the arts and providing linkages with 
other sectors to contribute to community strengthening and economic sustainability. 
The program continued to support interventions in cultural infrastructure and provided a 
supportive environment for cultural and artistic creativity and production. It also 
supported the technical and administrative capacities of partner institutions and their 
technical staff as well as strengthening linkages among these institutions in order to 
exchange experiences, knowledge, and increase the interconnectedness of the cultural 
sector in general.
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Children from the fall cycle 2021,

“Visual Arts Consortium: Art is a Right”

 Visual Arts Forum Project

 

Hana Hussein, a student in the music program, implemented 

by Al Kamandjati and Beit Atfal Assumoud in Shatila and Burj 

Al Barajne camps, Lebanon

 The Community
Development Program



Ounadekum Project…Theater Days in Gaza

Ahmed Asfour, 25

the participants in the drama 
workshops implemented within the 

my life since childhood until 2012 working and studying simultaneously. I worked in 
various sectors from agriculture to transportation, but my passion was always for the arts. 

Culture and Arts. This helped develop my skills and I became a professional dabke dancer. 
I was able to become a choreographer and the general training supervisor for the center’s 
school and artistic and cultural mobilization.

strength in expressing my feelings through my speech and body language. I learned how 
to employ the emotions of the dancer and facial expressions in dance, be it expressive or 
dabke dance.”

 Their Story with
Taawon
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The program aims to support Palestinians to gain a decent living and building 
domestic economies that achieve fair sustainable economic, social and health 

development while boosting their ability to remain steadfast on their land by continuing 
to work on the various program components. 

The program works within a set of basic strategic directions characterized by 
strengthening economic and social empowerment among the most marginalized groups in 
the Palestinian society within the components of health, agriculture, basic humanitarian 
aid, orphan support and youth empowerment. Additionally, it works to improve the 
capacities of partner NGOs and strengthening and expanding strategic funding 
partnerships, to  the concept of entrepreneurship, and to empower orphans through 
education and employment.
 

During the year 2021
families and children in response to emergency needs in the West Bank, Gaza and Lebanon. 
The program renovated hundreds of houses impacted as a result of the aggression on 
Gaza, in addition to renovating homes in the Palestinian camps in Lebanon. 

 Health , agriculture and humanitarian relief
support

 The Community
Development Program
Preserving Life and Dignity

 Number of Spending Institutional Employment
 opportunities

 Economic
return

555,033  17.6 million USD17.6 million  USD 54138  
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Within the framework of working in 
the agricultural sector, the program 
contributed to strengthening the 
resilience of hundreds of agricultural 
farming families and improving their 
economic and social context through 
rehabilitating and salvaging 
agricultural lands, as well as the 
provision of agricultural equipment 
and seedlings, road rehabilitation, and 
supporting agricultural initiatives.

Emergency supplies were also 
provided for hospitals and memoranda 
of understanding were signed to work 
on the rehabilitation and development 
of  the infrastructure of health 
institutions. The program also provided 
health services to thousands of 
patients based on need. Children with 
disabilities were targeted to ensure 
their ability to access health and 
rehabilitation services. 
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Humanitarian Support for hospitals and

Rehabilitation of damages houses due to the last 

aggression on Gaza – Gaza Still Needs your Support Campaign

which aim to improve Palestinians’ 
accessibility to quality health services, 
the program contributed to hospitals rehabilitation, the procurement of medical devices, 
ambulances, protective equipment and medical and personal protection equipment for 

understanding were signed to work on the rehabilitation and development of  the 
infrastructure of health institutions. The program also provided health services to 
thousands of patients based on need. Children with disabilities were targeted to ensure 
their ability to access health and rehabilitation services. In addition, the program worked 
on empowering and developing the administration of health institutions by developing 
administrative systems and procedures. 

Within the framework of promoting 
sustainable economic growth, the 
program conducted training programs 

recent aggression on Gaza, in addition to supporting small enterprises and cooperatives.



 Youth Empowerment

 Orphan Support

 Number of Spending Institutional Employment
 opportunities

 Economic
return

14,07623271  

2321

  lacitcarp niag ot ytinutroppo eht meht gnivig yb tnelat htuoy no sesucof nowaaT

their economic and social situation. On the other hand, Taawon empowers partner 
institutions to provide valuable and quality programs targeting youth and addressing their 
needs, particularly in terms of leadership, entrepreneurship, and innovation.

Within the Orphan Support component, Taawon aims to provide a decent 
standard of living for orphans and to ensure that they gain their basic rights. This 
year, the program provided quality education for orphans at various levels 

academic, technical and life skills, allowing them to become active members of their 
community, capable of achieving professional and social success. The program provided 
necessary health services including medical examinations and patient care, as well as 
special support to orphans with disabilities. In addition, the program targeted mothers by 

 Number of Spending Institutional Employment
 opportunities

 Economic
return

944 1 million USD

1.1 million USD1.1 million USD

1 million USD 8170  



 
From Lebanon: Ali Zeyad Ismail

sequencing. This condition prevents Ali from 
determining and explaining the sequence of events 
whether orally or in writing, thereby seriously 
compromising his ability to communicate with others 

Musawah, which helped him to overcome many of 
these obstacles.

us, we’re able to understand him and he feels very 
proud of this accomplishment.” After the therapy 
sessions, Ali was able to carry out some of his daily 
activities independently without the help of others. 
The treatment sessions included meetings with his family to raise their awareness and 

provide him with moral support.

Iman used the grant to expand the area she cultivates so that she can help meet the 
growing demands for vegetable production. She also works on cultivating organic produce 
that is free of fertilizers and pesticides. Through this grant, she was able to reach new 
areas and has sold and promoted her products outside the boundaries of her village. She 
was even able to reach new customers in Ramallah. Iman hopes to continue developing 
and expanding her farm so that she is able to serve a larger number of customers.

Iman Turkman is a farmer from the 

village of Beit Hassan in the Jordan 

“Women Entrepreneurs” project, 

she received a small grant to 

develop an organic farm in the 

Jordan Valley.  

 Their Story with
Taawon
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 Islam Mufid Fathi Abu Sa’da

Islam says: “My university life was full of passion, determination and learning so that I can 
achieve my goal. I studied and worked during my education, all thanks to the Mustaqbali 
Program which was always there with me throughout all the stages of my life, particularly 

teachers in the Mustaqbali Program and Taawon, for this opportunity. I hope that this 
support will continue so that the dreams and goals of my siblings and other orphans can 
be achieved.”

Islam has always dreamt of studying 

Program helped her achieve this dream by 

the basic education level throughout college. 

technology ,graphic design, and audio commentary".

determined to complete her bachelor’s degree in “media and communication technology” 

 With Persistence and
 Determination Goals are
Achieved
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Jerusalem Program for Old Cities Revitalization aims to preserve the 
architectural and historical heritage and cultural identity of historic cities and 
towns in Palestine, as well as contributing to the economic and social development 

special interventions in restoration, documentation, training and public awareness 
including the restoration of historic buildings, stone-walls, and water channels in 
sites registered on the World Heritage List. 

The program includes four basic components, and within the Revitalization Component 
this year, Taawon improved the living conditions of residents in the Old City of Jerusalem, 
as 39 housing units and four business stores were restored, in addition to the restoration 
and rehabilitation of nine buildings for the use of Jerusalem institutions. Taawon also 
helped develop the infrastructure in the old cities by creating appropriate open space for 
residents in these old cities and rehabilitating three public squares in the old city of Nablus, 
in addition to preserving the natural heritage of sites listed on the World Natural Heritage 
through restoring and rehabilitating several stone-walls and water channels in the town of 
Battir and the Seven Widows’ Quarter. 

In the Documentation Component, Taawon worked on detailed documentary studies, 

landmarks in Palestine. Within the Training Component, the program built the capacity of 

appropriate practices in restoration and preservation principles of architectural heritage in 
the West Bank and Gaza Strip. A number of awareness activities were carried out aiming to 
preserve Palestinian architectural heritage within Palestinian schools.

Jerusalem Program for Old Cities Revitalization
Preserving Cultural Heritage

24
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 Number of Spending Institutional Employment

 opportunities
79,209 3 million USD3 million USD 21367  

 Economic
return



 

2021 

This awareness activity took place with the participation of 30 male and female students 
and included a volunteer clean-up day of the Seven Widows’ Quarter in Battir, in addition 
to organizing a hike to introduce the students to the historic and agricultural area of 
Battir. Students learned how to locate historic sites on the map and participated in an art 
and photography workshop, after which they painted a mural in the Battir Public Library. 
In addition, a competition was organized to award the best photo or painting of the area. 

me to become a photographer. Hala 
describes the short training as lovely and 
useful.
 
She states: “My colleagues and I 
participated in the photography 
competition and we competed with each 
other to take the most beautiful picture of 
Battir.”

A three-day awareness activity was carried 
out for school students in Battir as part of a 

sites, buildings, and infrastructure in the 
village. 

management of the Islamic Development Bank.

 Their Story with
Taawon
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Youth united by their love for Palestine and 
their determination for change. They worked 
together and presented their ideas to 
elevate Palestinian society and all its sectors.

In 2009, Taawon established the Welfare 
Association for Youth to unite and inspire the 
youth of Palestine by encouraging them to 
embrace their Palestinian identity. Moreover, 
involving youth worldwide increases global 
awareness of their plight. Since 2017, a 
Memorandum of Understanding  between 
Taawon and WAY was carried to provide more 
support to WAY for growth and expansion.

Activities 2021

Hakaya Al Souk Exhibition was implemented 
by Ensanyat Organization and Palestine 

“Palestine’s Exhibition and Market”, with 
funding by Taawon for Youth. The exhibition 
was implemented in 7 Palestinian cities: 

Hebron and Gaza. The exhibition lasted for 7 
2021, and included a 

Palestinian cities, captured by talented 
Palestinian youth. The images portray life at 
Palestine’s old markets, and highlight 

exhibitions had over 5,200 visitors, with the 
participation of 47 artists, writers, 
researchers, and curators, including 27 
photographers. A small booklet was 
published to document the experience
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documentary initiative that focuses on 

capacitating 24 youth from Jerusalem 
and Palestine 48 areas on visual 
documentation and digital storytelling, 
as well as providing research training 
and visual production training. The 

13 villages: Lifta, 
Allar, Beit Attab, Deir Rafat, Kherbet 
Tannour, Kesla, Albassa, Deir AlQasi, 

Tantoura.
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Campaigns 2021

Support 
Palestinian 
Refugees
in Lebanon

 Emergency
 Support for
 Jerusalem

 2021

724,000 
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Gaza
Under 
Attack...
In
Solidarity
with
Jerusalem 

Taawon launched a campaign to 

support Palestinian refugees in 

Lebanon, especially in light of the 

faced over the past few years and the 

repercussions of this situation on 

Palestinian refugees. The campaign 

succeeded in raising  USD 

through which it was able to provide for 

food and health needs.  

events in 2021

its goal of raising over USD  million in 

Jerusalem witnessed historic 

, the intensity of which was 

Accordingly, Taawon launched the 

emergency support campaign for Jerusalem 

to provide the needs of ambulance teams and 

hospitals in the city in addition to necessary 

medical equipment. The campaign exceeded 

1.2

support of Jerusalem and its citizens. 

The campaign focused on 

providing the basic needs for our people in 

the Gaza Strip, particularly after a year full of 

challenges. Taawon provided humanitarian 

aid to families in need, maintenance and 

rehabilitation of damaged schools and 

homes, secured emergency medical needs, 

and supported small private sector 

companies. The campaign succeeded in 

raising USD 3.1 million.



Campaigns 2021

“Share the 
G o o d n e s s 
of the Holy 
Month of 
Ra m a d a n” 
Campaign

“Olives for 
Palestine” 
Campaign 
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1 

The campaign aimed to cultivate 

olive trees in various areas in the northern, 

central and southern West Bank, particularly 

areas that are marginalized and marked by 

high unemployment in order to contribute to 

improving the conditions of Palestinian 

farmers by protecting and increasing their 

cultivated agricultural areas and enhancing 

their resilience in the face of the occupation’s 

attempts to seize additional areas of land. The 

campaign raised around USD 130,000.

 

In the Holy Month of Ramadan, 

a campaign was launched to support 

our people in Gaza by providing 

Ramadan food baskets as well as 

supporting small producers and farmers 

throughout the holy month. Taawon 

succeeded in raising around USD 

needs of families in Gaza as well as 

economically empowering producers 



Taawon’s 2021 Awards for Excellence 
and Creativity  

Taawon awards come to complement the mission of the organization, emulate 
its identity and values, and encourage Palestinian institutions to excel and 
innovate in their work, empower Palestinian individuals, and enhance their role 
and involvement in building a future for Palestine, to preserve its heritage, 
originality, and roots.

Taawon’s 2021 Jerusalem Award "The Late Ragheb Kaloti 
Award for Community Development in Jerusalem"  
"For Jerusalem, We Work"

comes in support and encouragement of work and 
development of Jerusalem.

Value: USD 50,000. 

Taawon’s 2021 Youth Award “Munir Kaloti Award for 
Palestinian Youth Entrepreneurs"  
"For A Better Tomorrow....We Create"

Kaloti to support and motivate youth to achieve their ambitions 
and their entrepreneurial initiatives. 

Value: USD 50,000 10,000

Taawon’s 2021 Innovation in Culture Award "The late Naim 
Abdul Hadi Award"  
“We will Get There Someday”

the late Naim Abdul Hadi. It aims to support innovation in 
artistic and cultural design by artists and cultural practitioners 
in the Palestinian cultural and creative sector.

Value: USD 50,000.
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Taawon’s 2021 Distinguished Teacher Award - Munir Kaloti 
Award
“Teacher Innovation … Renaissance of the Homeland”

and excellence in education through the teacher’s adoption of 
creative, non-traditional, modern and advanced methods and 
tools in teaching and learning.
Value: USD 45,000.

The award supervision process includes:
Award Board:  
representative from each program, and the Board Secretariat. The Board is 
responsible for implementing and supervising award procedures, as well as 

External Jury Committee: A specialized, independent, impartial, and voluntary 
committee evaluates all the submitted applications and recommends the 

the scope of each individual award.
The Award Board Chairman submits recommendations made by the external 

approval. 
The Director General submits recommendations to Taawon’s Board of Directors 
for adoption and approval.

Note: Taawon’s 2021 Awards for Excellence and Creativity will be announced by the 
end of June 2022.

 Award Supervision

Taawon’s 2021 Health Services Distinction Award - The late 
Al-Haj Ahmed Abu Ghazaleh Award
“Towards Distinct Health Initiatives”

improving the quality of life for individuals by rewarding 
advanced health initiatives in the areas of preventative care, 
diagnosis, and treatment. 
Value: USD 50,000.
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Implementing Partners

The work with Taawon did not follow the traditional style. The experience was fascinating 

and the results were translated on the ground in the Jordan Valley. The challenging 

situation and community and institutional action led to the right to early childhood 

education for vulnerable groups living in the warmest areas of the Jordan Valley. Bedouins 

resources.

The Advisory Committee for the Development of 

Non-governmental Organizations on the Early Childhood Education 

Empowerment Project in Jordan Valley (Al-Aghwar)

The architects of Taawon’s Jerusalem Program for Old Cities Revitalization were able to 

restore  the soap factory to its former state with its old stones that became clear and 

coherent in their dimensions and geometric shapes. The walls, arches, and columns were 

modernized while at the same time maintaining their historic stature and resilience 

involved which is demonstrated by their understanding, dedication, and utmost sincerity. 

elements of our homeland. 

Dr Adnan Odeh, the Social Charitable Center Society in Nablus on 

the restoration project of the Kanaan Soap Factory in the old city 

of Nablus:

We extend gratitude and appreciation to all our partners for their continued 
trust. Our success is achieved through their support and partnership. We look 
to pursue further achievements together in service of Palestine.
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activities. We were able to provide 57 participants the opportunity to explore the old city 

implementation and to achieve the best results. We were able to produce educational 

opportunities that focus on building future generations’ relationship with Jerusalem.

 
Mr. Khader Abu Sway, Jerusalemite Youth Cultural Forum, Jerusalem 

Program for Old Cities Revitalization

students with a qualitative education that develops their skills and competences. In 

partnership with Taawon, and its annual donation the university continued to provide 

scholarships to outstanding students and those that are most in need, thus creating a haven 

for all segments of society.

that it will continue to graduate its students year after year, enabling Palestinian youth  to 

play an active role in building a society based on progress, togetherness, and liberation.

Birzeit University

Partner’s list:
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With your support we strengthen the resilience of the Palestinian people.

 
Danish Muslim Aid

Danish Muslim Aid is pleased to have been partners with Taawon for the past three years, 

successfully and to our satisfaction, in Palestine and Lebanon. Danish Muslim Aid looks 

forward to our future endeavors and continued cooperation. 

 
UMR

such an innovative, reliable organization helps us to empower local community in Gaza as 

well as to reach the most vulnerable families.

Donors:

Donors
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 Executive Management

Taawon faced numerous challenges this year, and it would not have been 
possible to persevere and continue to present high quality programming 
had it not been for the dedicated and distinguished executive team.
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  All the words of thanks,
 for your outstanding

Ramallah team

Lebanon team

Jerusalem team

Gaza team

Amman team
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Contact
Us 

www.taawon.org
www.facebook.com/TaawonPalestine

www.twitter.com/TaawonPalestine

www.youtube.com/TaawonPalestine

www.instagram.com/taawonpalestine


